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1 Introduction
In particle accelerators and storage rings, beam quality is sometimes affected by so-called ‘collective
effects’, which can lead to e.g. emittance growth or intensity loss. These effects are characterized
by various kinds of interactions between beam particles, building up to a collective behaviour of the
ensemble of particles which fundamentally differs from that of a set of independent particles.
Several such collective effects can lead to coherent instabilities in which the beam average position
exhibits self-enhanced, growing oscillations. These can ultimately lead to a significant decrease of the
beam brightness, or even a complete loss of the beam in the worst case, and are a source of limitation
to the operation of particle accelerators. For instance, the transverse instabilities observed in the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) during run I and II at top energy, led to the use of very high current in the
octupolar magnets (close to the maximum available) to provide enough Landau damping [1, 2]. Other
examples of limitations due to beam instabilities in hadron synchrotrons were reviewed in Refs. [3, 4].
Coherent instabilities can be caused by various kinds of collective effects (or a combination of
several of them):
– beam-coupling impedance, i.e. self-generated electromagnetic fields obtained through the interac-
tion between the beam and its surroundings (vacuum pipe, kickers, collimators, cavities, etc.),
– an electron cloud around the beam, due to secondary emission of electrons at the surface surround-
ing the beam,
– interactions with ions trapped in the beam potential,
– beam-beam effects, i.e. interaction with a counter-rotating beam.
There are essentially two common ways to model such interactions:
– macroparticle simulations (or indirect Vlasov solvers): the beam is looked as a collection of
macroparticles which are tracked down the full ring. Both the machine optics and the particle
interactions are included in the dynamics of each macroparticle, in an attempt to be as realistic
as possible. The goal is to observe directly the time evolution of the beam transverse motion and
hence spot possible instabilities. The number of macroparticles is still typically much smaller than
the number of actual particles,
– direct Vlasov solvers (hereafter simply named Vlasov solvers): the phase space distribution is
modelled as a continuum rather than a collection of discrete particles, and Vlasov equation is
solved.
Historically, the latter approach was the first adopted to try to understand the instabilities observed
in particle accelerators [5, 6]. More recently, macroparticles simulations have been used extensively and
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have shown their capabilities to model the beam behaviour in complex situations. Tracking macroparti-
cles through such simulations is indeed efficient, often extensible at will to almost any kind of particle
interactions, and potentially very close to reality. We refer the reader to Ref. [7] for a detailed review of
macroparticles simulations and their numerical implementation.
Despite its success in many aspects, this approach may still suffer from two possibly important
limitations. First, it is a pure time domain technique, and simulations need to be stopped after tracking
a certain number of turns. Therefore, slow instabilities can be missed, and these can be critical in some
machines where the beam remains stored for a very long time (hours, in the case of the LHC). Second,
such simulations do not necessarily provide a synthetic understanding of the kind of instability, neither
of the main parameters nor mitigation means that could prevent it, unless large and computationally
intensive parameter scans are performed.
Vlasov solvers, on the contrary, are typically limited to simpler situations, but can provide a good
understanding of instability modes and their mitigation parameters. Moreover, they are typically very
fast. Finally, they are in principle able to spot an instability irrespectively of its rapidity to develop.
For more detailed reviews on the two approaches and comparisons between them, the reader is
referred to Refs. [8–10]. Here we will focus on direct Vlasov solvers only, both from the theoretical and
the practical point of view.
The three main sections of these proceedings are rather independent from each other. In Section 2
we will introduce the concept of phase space distribution density and provide Vlasov equation. In Sec-
tion 3 we obtain the linearized form of this equation in a compact way, Eq. (20), as well as higher order
extensions, thanks to Poisson brackets and a Hamiltonian formalism. The core of these proceedings
will then be given in Section 4, where a method to build a Vlasov solver will be described through its
application to the specific case of transverse instabilities resulting from beam-coupling impedance, for a
bunched beam. Finally, we will conclude in Section 5.
2 Vlasov equation
In this section we will introduce Vlasov equation and briefly review existing Vlasov solvers. Many more
details can be found in Ref. [11] in the context of plasma physics in general, and in Ref. [12, chap. 6] for
the specific case of impedance effects in beam physics.
2.1 Particle distribution in phase space
In a classical picture (i.e. neglecting quantum-mechanical effects), each beam particle has a well defined
position and momentum in phase space for each of the three coordinates (x, y, z). The distribution
function ψ then represents the density of particles in the six-dimensional (6D) phase space. In Fig. 1 we
sketch examples of such particles distributions, represented here in one plane only.
The number of particles in a given phase space volume V is then obtained from the 6D integral
N (V ) =
∫∫∫ ∫∫∫
V
dxdydz dpxdpydpz ψ (x, y, z, px, py, pz) , (1)
which gives the total number of particles N when V is the full phase space. The average value of any
function f of the particle positions and momenta, over a phase space volume V , is similarly given by
〈f (V )〉 =
∫∫∫ ∫∫∫
V
dxdydz dpxdpydpz f (x, y, z, px, py, pz)ψ (x, y, z, px, py, pz) . (2)
In the case of an ensemble of particles evolving with time, ψ also depends on the time t.
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Fig. 1: Uniform (left) and Gaussian (right) distributions of particles in phase space, projected on the vertical plane
(y, py). The ellipse contains all the particles of the uniform distribution, and 80% of them for the Gaussian case.
2.2 From Liouville theorem to Vlasov equation
In a collisionless Hamiltonian system, Liouville’s theorem states that the distribution function is constant
along any trajectory in phase space. This means that the local phase space distribution function does
not change when one follows the flow (i.e. the trajectory) of particles. This is illustrated in Fig. 2: time
evolution makes the square evolve into a parallelogram of same area, containing the same number of
particles as the initial square, hence the average density will be the same.
Mathematically, this theorem can be expressed by stating that the total time derivative of the
distribution function is zero at any time, i.e.
dψ
dt
= 0. (3)
Liouville’s theorem applies in principle to a system of non-colliding (i.e. non-interacting) parti-
cles – it is actually equivalent to the collisionless Boltzmann transport equation. For a plasma such as a
beam of particles in a synchrotron, one could think of the particle electromagnetic (EM) interactions as
Coulomb collisions in the rest frame of the beam, hence rather intuitively use a collision-based Boltz-
mann equation, with Coulomb interactions added as a collision term, rather than Liouville’s theorem. In
the early days of plasma physics, this approach turned out not to be successful, essentially because of the
long-range character of electromagnetic interactions. A much better approach, found by Vlasov [13,14],
was instead to integrate the collective, self-interaction EM fields into the Hamiltonian itself. This gave
birth to Vlasov equation which is simply the expression of Eq. (3) for a plasma under the action of its
own EM fields.
The only assumptions for the Vlasov equation are therefore:
– the system is Hamiltonian; in particular, there is no damping or diffusion mechanism due to exter-
nal sources1 ,
– particles are interacting only through the collective EM fields (no short-range collisions),
– there is no creation nor annihilation of particles.
1Synchrotron damping is therefore neglected here - when this effect is significant (e.g. in electron synchrotrons) one would
rather need to solve a Fokker-Planck equation [11, 15–17]
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Fig. 2: Example of time evolution of a Gaussian distribution of particles. Red particles at time t become the orange
ones at time t+ dt, and the associated dark blue ellipse (resp. the black square) becomes the light blue one (resp.
the grey parallelogram).
2.3 A short review of existing Vlasov solvers
Vlasov solvers have been theorized and implemented since as early as 1965 with the pioneer work of
Laslett et al [5]. They can be used for various kinds of collective effects involving self-generated EM
fields:
– beam-beam effects [18, 19],
– electron-cloud (and more generally two-stream effects) [20, 21],
– space-charge [22],
– combined effect of impedance and space-charge [23–26],
– longitudinal impedance [27, 28],
– transverse impedance [5, 6, 17, 29–38].
For impedance-related instabilities, a number of codes are available, implementing Vlasov solvers
in longitudinal — e.g. GALACLIC (GArnier-LAclare Coherent Longitudinal Instabilities Code) [39],
as well as in transverse — e.g. MOSES (MOde-coupling Single bunch instability in an Electron Stor-
age ring) [40, 41], NHTVS (Nested Head-Tail Vlasov Solver) [42], DELPHI (Discrete Expansion over
Laguerre Polynomials and Head-tail modes to compute Instabilities) [10], and GALACTIC (GArnier-
LAclare Coherent Transverse Instabilities Code) [39, 43].
3 Linearized Vlasov equation
After short introductions on Hamiltonians, canonical transformations and Poisson brackets, we will
present in this section the basics of perturbation theory applied to Vlasov equation. A general linearized
version of Vlasov equation will be derived, as done in Ref. [44]. Higher order extensions are then also
obtained.
3.1 Hamiltonian formalism
We consider the coordinates (x, y, z) of a particle relative to a reference particle — called the syn-
chronous particle — which travels along the synchrotron orbit at exactly the design velocity v = βc,
with β the relativistic velocity factor and c the speed of light, such that its longitudinal position along the
orbit is s = vt. In this reference system the synchronous particle has therefore positions (x = 0, y =
0, z = 0). z is tangential to the orbit, and (x, y) perpendicular to z, with x in the plane of the orbit
and directed towards the outside. We adopt here essentially the conventions and most of the notations of
Ref. [12, chap. 1].
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The beam particles are solely affected by electromagnetic forces and constitute therefore a Hamil-
tonian system. In general the Hamiltonian is defined as the Legendre transform of the Lagrangian, which
itself is the difference between the kinetic energy and the potential energy of the system. We will state
without proof that the Hamiltonian corresponds to the sum of the kinetic and potential energy, and refer
the reader to Ref. [45] for more details on classical Hamiltonian mechanics, and to Refs. [46–48] for a
detailed description of Hamiltonian dynamics applied to single particle beam physics.
The single-particle dynamics will be here expressed thanks to an effective Hamiltonian [48] de-
fined in general as a function of all the phase space coordinates and time
H
(
x, x′, y, y′, z, δ; t
)
, (4)
with
x′ ≡ dx
ds
, y′ ≡ dy
ds
, δ ≡ ∆pz
p0
, (5)
where ∆pz is the deviation of the longitudinal momentum from that of the synchronous particle given by
p0 = m0γv,
m0 being the rest mass and
γ =
√
1
1− β2
the relativistic mass factor.
The time evolution is governed by Hamilton’s equations. In general, for any conjugate pair of
position and momentum coordinates (xi, pi), these are written
dxi
dt
=
∂H
∂pi
,
dpi
dt
= −∂H
∂xi
. (6)
In our case, Hamilton’s equations read
dx
dt
=
∂H
∂x′
,
dx′
dt
= −∂H
∂x
,
dy
dt
=
∂H
∂y′
,
dy′
dt
= −∂H
∂y
,
dz
dt
=
∂H
∂δ
,
dδ
dt
= −∂H
∂z
. (7)
3.2 Canonical transformations and symplecticity
A canonical transformation of coordinates is a change of coordinates that preserves Hamilton’s equa-
tions (6). It can be proven [45] that this condition is equivalent to the symplecticity of the Jacobian J of
the transformation of coordinates
J T · S · J = S, (8)
where (.)T denotes the transpose of a matrix, while S and J are given by
S =

0 · · · 0 1 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 1
−1 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · −1 0 · · · 0

, (9)
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J =

∂X1
∂x1
· · · ∂X1∂xn ∂X1∂p1 · · · ∂X1∂pn
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
∂Xn
∂x1
· · · ∂Xn∂xn ∂Xn∂p1 · · · ∂Xn∂pn
∂P1
∂x1
· · · ∂P1∂xn ∂P1∂p1 · · · ∂P1∂pn
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
∂Pn
∂x1
· · · ∂Pn∂xn ∂Pn∂p1 · · · ∂Pn∂pn

, (10)
(xi)i=1..n (resp. (Xi)i=1..n) being the old (resp. new) positions, and (pi)i=1..n (resp. (Pi)i=1..n) the old
(resp. new) momenta. The condition of symplecticity in Eq. (8) also implies
det(J ) det(S) det(J ) = det(S) ⇒ |det(J )| = 1, (11)
which means the phase space volume is conserved by a canonical transformation [46]∫∫ n∏
i=1
dXidPi =
∫∫ n∏
i=1
dxidpi. (12)
3.3 Poisson bracket
For any positions (xi)i=1..n and momenta (pi)i=1..n, the Poisson bracket [45] of two differentiable func-
tions f and g is defined as
[f, g] =
n∑
i=1
∂f
∂xi
∂g
∂pi
− ∂f
∂pi
∂g
∂xi
. (13)
The Poisson bracket is a bilinear form (i.e. linear with respect to each of the functions f and g).
In a Hamiltonian system it can be used to express in a compact way the total derivative of any time
dependent function f (xi, pi; t) of the phase space coordinates
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+
n∑
i=1
∂f
∂xi
dxi
dt
+
∂f
∂pi
dpi
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+
n∑
i=1
∂f
∂xi
∂H
∂pi
− ∂f
∂pi
∂H
∂xi
using Hamilton’s equations (6)
=
∂f
∂t
+ [f,H]. (14)
Applying the above to the phase space distribution function ψ, we can re-write Liouville’s theorem
from Eq. (3) as
dψ
dt
=
∂ψ
∂t
+ [ψ,H] = 0. (15)
Finally, one fundamental property of the Poisson bracket is its invariance under any canonical
transformation [45].
3.4 Linearized Vlasov equation
Here we adopt the framework of perturbation theory and assume the Hamiltonian H is the sum of two
terms: an unperturbed Hamiltonian H0, and a first order perturbation ∆H
H = H0 + ∆H. (16)
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In the context of beam dynamics with collective effects, typically H0 will be expressing the focus-
ing of the particles around the design orbit in the transverse plane, and around the synchronous particle
in longitudinal, while ∆H will correspond to the collective effect under study.
For the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0, Vlasov equation admits as stationary solution any distribu-
tion function ψ0 such that
∂ψ0
∂t
+ [ψ0, H0] = 0. (17)
In the case of a time-independent unperturbed Hamiltonian, this can be achieved by any ψ0 that is a time-
independent function of H0 itself, or any time-independent function of the invariants of motion — but
we do not have to restrict ourselves to such specific cases. The only important aspect is that ψ0 should
be known.
We can then consider as well a first order perturbation ∆ψ of the unperturbed distribution function
ψ0, such that the total distribution function ψ reads
ψ = ψ0 + ∆ψ. (18)
Using Poisson bracket bilinearity, Vlasov equation can then be written
∂ψ
∂t
+ [ψ,H] = 0
⇔ ∂ (ψ0 + ∆ψ)
∂t
+ [ψ0 + ∆ψ,H0 + ∆H] = 0
⇔
(
∂ψ0
∂t
+ [ψ0, H0]
)
+
(
∂∆ψ
∂t
+ [∆ψ,H0] + [ψ0,∆H]
)
+ [∆ψ,∆H] = 0. (19)
In the final equation, the first term between brackets is zero by virtue of Eq. (17), while the last
one is of second order so should be neglected in a first order perturbation theory. Remains therefore only
the second term between brackets, and we get
∂∆ψ
∂t
+ [∆ψ,H0] = − [ψ0,∆H] . (20)
This is the linearized Vlasov equation [44], in which the unknown is ∆ψ. In this form, the equation
is invariant under canonical transformations.
3.5 Extension to higher orders
As soon as the stationary distribution and its first order perturbation are known, we can in principle try
to compute the next order. Writing now the total Hamiltonian and distribution function as
H = H0 + ∆H + ∆
2H, (21)
ψ = ψ0 + ∆ψ + ∆
2ψ, (22)
Vlasov equation becomes
∂ψ
∂t
+ [ψ,H] = 0
⇔ ∂
(
ψ0 + ∆ψ + ∆
2ψ
)
∂t
+
[
ψ0 + ∆ψ + ∆
2ψ,H0 + ∆H + ∆
2H
]
= 0
⇔
(
∂ψ0
∂t
+ [ψ0, H0]
)
+
(
∂∆ψ
∂t
+ [∆ψ,H0] + [ψ0,∆H]
)
+
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(
∂∆2ψ
∂t
+ [∆ψ,∆H] + [∆2ψ,H0] + [ψ0,∆
2H]
)
+ higher-order terms = 0.
(23)
ψ0 cancels out the first term in brackets, and ∆ψ the second one, so we get at second order
∂∆2ψ
∂t
+ [∆2ψ,H0] = −[∆ψ,∆H]− [ψ0,∆2H]. (24)
This is the second order of Vlasov equation. It is worth noticing that the homogeneous part of the
equation (the left-hand side) remains similar to that of the first order equation2. Also, the right-hand side
is non-zero even if H remains of first order (i.e. ∆2H = 0).
Generalizing to any order with the notations
H =
n∑
i=0
∆iH,
ψ =
n∑
i=0
∆iψ, (25)
(such that ∆0H ≡ H0, ∆1H ≡ ∆H , etc.), we obtain
∂∆nψ
∂t
+
n∑
i=0
[∆iψ,∆n−iH] = 0. (26)
4 Building a Vlasov solver
Vlasov equation — or its linearized form in Eq. (20) — is in principle a partial differential equation of
seven variables (the six phase space coordinates and time). Solving it "brute force" would be not only
intractable and overly time consuming with the currently available computer power, but also losing any
asset with respect to other methods such as macroparticle tracking simulations, in particular concerning
the physical understanding it can possibly provide.
As a consequence, building a useful Vlasov solver requires typically a significant analytical work
in order to simplify the equation. The main idea is essentially to reduce its number of variables. In the
case of instabilities, another core aspect is the identification of eigenmodes.
In this section we hence sketch an approach to perform such an analytical work. The main steps
are described in details using a well-known example, the case of coherent transverse instabilities of a
bunched beam, arising from the effect of dipolar impedance (i.e. the part of the transverse EM force
between two particles, that is proportional to the transverse position of the particle creating the EM field
— see e.g. Ref. [49]). We will include the effect of chromaticity but not that of coupling between x
and y. At each step of the approach we will try to present its main general idea, as much as possible
independently from the specific case we study, such that, in principle, the same outline could be followed
for other kinds of Vlasov solvers. A number of assumptions and approximations will be made throughout
this example, which are mainly taken from the derivation done in Ref. [12, chap. 6] and will be given
sometimes without proving their applicability, as the point here is to describe a method rather than to
provide a complete discussion on the validity of the theory.
The first of these assumptions is to assume a four-dimensional phase space (y, y′, z, δ), because the
transverse motion is uncoupled (and we choose here the vertical plane). Hence the distribution function
ψ and the Hamiltonian H will both depend only on those variables, and on time.
2Note, however, that for collective effects ∆H and ∆2H also depend on the perturbed distribution function.
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4.1 Writing the Hamiltonian
Given the form of the linearized Vlasov equation (20), the first step is necessarily to write the Hamiltonian
of the system.
We consider first the unperturbed partH0. Rather than getting it from first principles, we adopt the
much simpler approach of writing an effective Hamiltonian starting from the known equations of single
particle dynamics. Single particles obey Hill’s equation in vertical, and we assume that the smooth
approximation holds [12, chap. 1], i.e.
d2y
ds2
+
(
Qy0
R
)2
y = 0, (27)
with Qy0 the unperturbed vertical tune of the circular machine, and R its circumference divided by 2pi.
For the longitudinal plane (z, δ), we assume a linear RF bucket, and the equations of motion are [12,
chap. 1]
z′ = −ηδ
δ′ =
1
η
(
Qs
R
)2
z, (28)
withQs the synchrotron tune and η = αp− 1γ2 the slippage factor. αp is a property of the machine optics,
called momentum compaction factor — this is the proportionality factor between the relative change of
orbit length and the relative momentum deviation of a particle.
To write the effective Hamiltonian H0 we need to integrate back Hamilton’s equations (7). For the
vertical plane these are
∂H0
∂y′
=
dy
dt
=
dy
ds
ds
dt
= vy′,
∂H0
∂y
= −dy
′
dt
= −vy′′ = v
(
Qy0
R
)2
y, (29)
where in the very last step we have used Hill’s equation (27). We can integrate these to get the vertical
dependence of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
H0 =
v
2
[(
Qy0
R
)2
y2 + y′2
]
+ function of (z, δ). (30)
The longitudinal dependence of H0 is obtained in a similar way:
∂H0
∂δ
=
dz
dt
= vz′ = −vηδ, (31)
∂H0
∂z
= −dδ
dt
= −vδ′ = −v
η
(
Qs
R
)2
z, (32)
using Eqs. (28). Upon integration these give
H0 =
v
2
[(
Qy0
R
)2
y2 + y′2
]
− v
2
[
1
η
(
Qs
R
)2
z2 + ηδ2
]
. (33)
The perturbation to the Hamiltonian coming from the collective effect under study, ∆H , can also be
found by integrating Hamilton’s equations. To do so we use Newton’s second law of motion to express
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the change of vertical momentum due to the coherent EM force F cohy (that we do not need to specify at
this stage) and we get
∂∆H
∂y
= −
(
dy′
dt
)coh
= − 1
m0γv
(
dpy
dt
)coh
= − F
coh
y
m0γv
, (34)
with py the vertical momentum. Hence, assuming F cohy depends only on z and on time t (which is the
case of dipolar impedance)
∆H = −yF
coh
y (z; t)
m0γv
. (35)
The total Hamiltonian obtained here is consistent with Refs. [10,12]; the additional multiplicative factor
of v that is present here is consistent with the fact that in those references the independent variable
considered is s ≡ vt rather than t – these are equivalent within our simple accelerator model. Note also
that Ref. [12, chap. 6] considers that v = c (β = 1), while here β can be smaller than one.
4.2 Choosing the right coordinates
Since the Poisson brackets in the linearized Vlasov equation (20) are invariant under canonical trans-
formations of the coordinates, we can choose the system of coordinates that makes the Hamiltonian as
simple as possible. Quite naturally, the action-angle variables seem to be the most adequate to simplify
the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0:
Jy =
1
2
(
Qy0
R
y2 +
R
Qy0
y′2
)
, θy = atan
(
Ry′
Qy0y
)
, (36)
Jz =
1
2
(
ωs
vη
z2 +
vη
ωs
δ2
)
, φ = atan
(
vηδ
ωsz
)
. (37)
The ’old’ coordinates (y, y′, z, δ) can be expressed as a function of the ’new’ ones thanks to
y =
√
2JyR
Qy0
cos θy, y
′ =
√
2JyQy0
R
sin θy, (38)
z =
√
2Jzvη
ωs
cosφ, δ =
√
2Jzωs
vη
sinφ. (39)
We show in Appendix A that this transformation of coordinates is indeed canonical. The unperturbed
Hamiltonian becomes, in this new system of coordinates
H0 = ω0Qy0Jy − ωsJz, (40)
with the angular frequency of revolution given by
ω0 ≡ 2pi
Trev
=
v
R
,
and the synchrotron angular frequency
ωs = ω0Qs.
The perturbation to the Hamiltonian is then given by
∆H = −
√
2JyR
Qy0
cos θy
F cohy (z; t)
m0γv
. (41)
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In all the above, the tune Qy0 is considered to be a constant. As in Ref. [12, chap. 6], we now introduce
a dependence of the tune on δ in the model, by replacing Qy0 with
Qy = Qy0 +Q
′
yδ,
Q′y being the (unnormalized) chromaticity. We get then
H0 = ω0
(
Qy0 +Q
′
yδ
)
Jy − ωsJz
= ω0QyJy − ωsJz. (42)
However, this change is done only inH0 as expressed as a function of Jy and Jz , and not in the definition
of Jy and θy which remain as expressed in Eq. (36) (and (y, y′) remains as in Eq. (38), hence ∆H does not
change as well). This standard approximation can be a posteriori understood by computing the additional
term in the longitudinal motion coming from chromaticity, ∂H
chroma
0
∂δ resulting from this modification, and
comparing it to the term −vηδ in Eq. (31)
∂Hchroma0
∂δ
= vy2
Qy0Q
′
y
R2
. (43)
To get an idea of the order of magnitude of this term, we can write that
< y2 >∼ σ2y =
Ny
βγ
R
Qy0
,
with σy the vertical beam size, Ny the vertical normalized emittance, and using again the smooth approx-
imation for the average beta function < βy >∼ RQy0 . Then, taking an extreme case where |Q′y| ∼ Qy0,
we get
< y2 >
Qy0|Q′y|
R2
∼ 
N
y
βγ < βy >
(44)
which has to be compared to |ηδ|. There are typically orders of magnitude between these two numbers:
for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), |ηδ| ∼ 10−8 while Nyβγ<βy> ∼ 10−10, and in a low-energy
ring like the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) the order of magnitude of these two numbers would be
respectively 10−4 and 10−6. The assumption still breaks down when the synchrotron is operating close
or exactly at transition energy (η = 0). Instabilities occurring at transition are beyond the scope of this
lecture.
In the following, we will therefore neglect this additional term ∂H
chroma
0
∂δ in the longitudinal motion,
i.e. we will assume that
∂
∂δ
(ω0QyJy) ≈ 0, i.e. ∂H0
∂δ
≈ −vηδ = ∂
∂δ
(−ωsJz) . (45)
This approximation simply means that we neglect any effect of chromaticity on the longitudinal motion
itself. More generally, in the following the transverse plane is assumed to have a negligible effect on the
longitudinal one, i.e. the longitudinal motion is treated as unperturbed.
4.3 Finding the unperturbed stationary distribution
Before writing the linearized Vlasov equation, we need first to have an expression for the unperturbed
distribution ψ0. As already stated, any function of the invariants of motion is a solution of Vlasov
equation for H0. The very simple form of H0 in Eq. (42) gives us readily the invariants as Jy and
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(approximately) Jz: using the Poisson bracket definition from Eq. (13) and applying it to our system of
coordinates (Jy, θy, Jz, φ) we have for any differentiable functions f and g
[f, g] =
∂f
∂Jy
∂g
∂θy
− ∂f
∂θy
∂g
∂Jy
+
∂f
∂Jz
∂g
∂φ
− ∂f
∂φ
∂g
∂Jz
, (46)
such that
dJy
dt
= [Jy, H0] =
∂H0
∂θy
= 0, (47)
and
dJz
dt
= [Jz, H0] =
∂H0
∂φ
=
∂H0
∂δ
∂δ
∂φ
+
∂H0
∂z
∂z
∂φ
=
∂H0
∂δ
ωsz
vη
− ∂H0
∂z
vηδ
ωs
≈ −ωszδ + ωszδ
≈ 0, (48)
where we have used Eq. (32) and the approximation of the previous Section from Eq. (45).
Using the same approximation, the two planes can be assumed to be separated in the unperturbed
distribution function
ψ0 = f0 (Jy) g0 (Jz) , (49)
with f0 and g0 two one-dimensional functions — resp. the vertical and longitudinal distribution func-
tions. The phase space integral of ψ0 should give the total number of particles N , so we can normalize
these two functions such that ∫ +∞
0
dJy f0 (Jy) =
N
2pi
,∫ +∞
0
dJz g0 (Jz) =
1
2pi
, (50)
(the 2pi denominators coming from the integration over the angles).
4.4 Expressing the linearized Vlasov equation
Now we turn to the determination of ∆ψ, which is the core of the problem we want to solve. To do so
we need to express the linearized Vlasov equation (20). Thanks to the preliminary work we have done
and in particular our choice of variables, the Poisson bracket involving H0 takes the particularly simple
form
[∆ψ,H0] ≈ −∂∆ψ
∂θy
∂H0
∂Jy
− ∂∆ψ
∂φ
∂H0
∂Jz
≈ −ω0Qy ∂∆ψ
∂θy
+ ωs
∂∆ψ
∂φ
, (51)
where we again used the approximation (45) in the form ∂H0∂φ ≈ 0 as found in Eq. (48).
The other Poisson bracket also takes a quite simple form: from Eqs. (41) and (49) we get
[ψ0,∆H] =
df0
dJy
g0(Jz)
∂∆H
∂θy
+ f0(Jy)
dg0
dJz
∂∆H
∂φ
=
df0
dJy
g0(Jz)
√
2JyR
Qy0
sin θy
F cohy (z; t)
m0γv
+ f0(Jy)
dg0
dJz
∂∆H
∂z
∂z
∂φ
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≈ df0
dJy
g0(Jz)
√
2JyR
Qy0
sin θy
F cohy (z; t)
m0γv
. (52)
In the above we have neglected ∂∆H∂z . This is a standard approximation, also made in Ref. [12, chap. 6],
which has its grounds in the general idea that we neglect any effect of the transverse coherent force on the
longitudinal motion. This should be valid in the context of transverse impedance effects as long as one
remains far from low-order synchro-betatron resonances Qy0 + lQs = n (and provided the transverse
beam size is small enough).
Combining Eqs. (20), (51) and (52) we get the linearized Vlasov equation as
∂∆ψ
∂t
− ω0Qy ∂∆ψ
∂θy
+ ωs
∂∆ψ
∂φ
= − df0
dJy
g0(Jz)
√
2JyR
Qy0
sin θy
F cohy (z; t)
m0γv
. (53)
4.5 Writing and decomposing the perturbation
Up to now, we have kept a general, unspecified form of ∆ψ. To reduce further the complexity of the
problem, we now need to specify the form of ∆ψ. We will do so by giving it a time dependence in
the form of a complex exponential: since we are looking for unstable modes in the vertical plane, we
can assume that there is a single oscillation mode with a certain complex angular frequency Ω, close to
ω0Qy0 (the latter being the natural oscillation frequency of the vertical plane)
∆ψ(Jy, θy, Jz, φ; t) = ∆ψ(Jy, θy, Jz, φ)e
jΩt, (54)
with j the imaginary unit3. The idea here is that the mode of frequency Ω is the strongest one, superseding
exponentially any other mode.
We also make a new change of variable in the longitudinal plane, out of convenience, the idea
being to simplify slightly the equations and to keep similar expressions as in Ref. [12, chap. 6]:
r =
√
2Jzvη
ωs
, z = r cosφ,
vη
ωs
δ = r sinφ. (55)
Note that at this stage, we are not using anymore Hamilton’s equations nor Poisson brackets with these
new variables, so the transformation does not have to be canonical.
Even with the time dependence of ∆ψ thus specified, Eq. (53) above is still a partial differential
equation involving four variables (and two different partial derivatives of the unknown ∆ψ). It is quite
natural to simplify the equation by performing a Fourier series decomposition of each angle θy and φ, in
order to be able to perform term-by-term identification in the resulting Vlasov equation. We do it first
with θy:
∆ψ (Jy, θy, r, φ; t) = e
jΩt
+∞∑
p=−∞
fp (Jy) e
jpθygp(r, φ). (56)
Such Fourier series expansion is exact, but in the above equation we have assumed that the dependencies
over Jy and over (r, φ) can be separated in each term in the series — essentially we remain uncoupled
between the vertical and the longitudinal planes.
Then we do a similar Fourier decomposition along the φ angle, but after extracting away the
headtail phase factor e−
jpQ′yz
ηR from gp(r, φ), as done in Ref. [12, chap. 6] — we can do it without loss of
generality (this is just writing the Fourier series of gp(r, φ)e
jpQ′yz
ηR instead of gp(r, φ) directly) and this
3Note the replacement of −i from Ref. [12] by j (here we use indeed the ejωt convention for the Fourier transform).
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will simplify significantly the equations in the next section:
gp(r, φ) = e
− jpQ
′
yz
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rpl (r)e
−jlφ. (57)
In the end, the perturbation to the distribution function is written as
∆ψ (Jy, θy, r, φ; t) = e
jΩt
+∞∑
p=−∞
fp (Jy) e
jpθy · e−
jpQ′yz
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rpl (r)e
−jlφ. (58)
The functions fp(Jy) and R
p
l (r) are the ones that remain to be found.
4.6 Reducing the number of variables
With this decomposition of the perturbation, we will be able to significantly reduce the number of vari-
ables. First we express the needed partial derivatives of ∆ψ as
∂∆ψ
∂t
= jΩ∆ψ =
(
ejΩt
+∞∑
p=−∞
fp (Jy) e
jpθy · e−
jpQ′yz
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rpl (r)e
−jlφ
)
× (jΩ) , (59)
∂∆ψ
∂θy
= ejΩt
+∞∑
p=−∞
(
fp (Jy) e
jpθy · e−
jpQ′yz
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rpl (r)e
−jlφ
)
× (jp) , (60)
∂∆ψ
∂φ
= ejΩt
+∞∑
p=−∞
fp (Jy) e
jpθy · e−
jpQ′yz
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rpl (r)e
−jlφ ×
(
−jl + jpQ
′
y
Qs
δ
)
, (61)
using
∂z
∂φ
= −r sinφ = −vηδ
ωs
= −Rηδ
Qs
.
Then, plugging the three equations above into Eq. (53), we notice that the term−jpω0Q′yδ in−ω0Qy ∂∆ψ∂θy ,
cancels out with the term jpωs
Q′y
Qs
δ in ωs ∂∆ψ∂φ — this was precisely the point of writing g
p(r, φ) with the
headtail phase factor in front of the Fourier series in Eq. (57). In the end, using
sin θy =
ejθy − e−jθy
2j
,
we get
ejΩt
+∞∑
p=−∞
fp (Jy) e
jpθye
− jpQ
′
yz
ηR
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rpl (r)e
−jlφ (jΩ− jpω0Qy0 − jlωs)
= − df0
dJy
g0(r)
√
2JyR
Qy0
(
ejθy − e−jθy
2j
)
F cohy (z; t)
m0γv
. (62)
Since this is valid for any θy and F cohy does not depend on θy (in the case of dipolar impedance), term-
by-term identification leads to
fp (Jy) = 0 for any p 6= ±1 (63)
Moreover, Ω is assumed to be close to ω0Qy0 such that
|jΩ− jω0Qy0 − jlωs| << |jΩ + jω0Qy0 − jlωs| .
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This means that the factor in front of f−1(Jy) in the left-hand side of Eq. (62), is significantly larger in
absolute value, than that in front of f1(Jy). Since the two corresponding terms in the right-hand side are
equal, we can assume that [12, chap. 6]
f−1(Jy) << f1(Jy) for any Jy,
and hence we will neglect f−1(Jy):
f−1(Jy) ≈ 0. (64)
Equation (62) is then reduced to its p = 1 term, which gives after simplification
ejΩtf (Jy) e
−jQ′yz
ηR
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rl(r)e
−jlφ (Ω−Qy0ω0 − lωs) = df0
dJy
g0(r)
√
2JyR
Qy0
F cohy (z; t)
2m0γv
, (65)
where we took away all superscripts “1” for more readability. The above equation is equivalent to
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rl(r)e
−jlφ
f (Jy) (Ω−Qy0ω0 − lωs)
df0
dJy
√
2JyR
Qy0
 = e−jΩte jQ′yzηR g0(r)F cohy (z; t)
2m0γv
. (66)
The right-hand side of the above does not depend on Jy, therefore the term between square brackets must
be a constant. As a consequence
f(Jy) ∝ df0
dJy
√
2JyR
Qy0
. (67)
Putting the proportionality constant into the Rl(r), the perturbation of the distribution will now look like
∆ψ(Jy, θy, r, φ; t) = e
jΩtejθy
df0
dJy
√
2JyR
Qy0
· e−
jQ′yz
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rl(r)e
−jlφ. (68)
Hence, we have fully specified the transverse part of the distribution function, and the only remaining
unknowns are the one-dimensional functions Rl(r), which are solutions of the equation
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rl(r)e
−jlφ (Ω−Qy0ω0 − lωs) = e−jΩte
jQ′yz
ηR g0(r)
F cohy (z; t)
2m0γv
. (69)
4.7 Writing the coherent electromagnetic force
Up to now, the coherent force from the collective effect under study, has remained largely unspecified,
which allowed us to keep the equations relatively compact. We merely had to assume that F cohy should
depend only on the longitudinal position and on time (which, however, already excludes from our treat-
ment a number of collective forces, such that those arising from an electron cloud, from beam-beam
effects, or from quadrupolar impedance). To go further, we need now to express the force as a function
of the phase space distribution.
In general, the impedance (or equivalently, the wake function) is in essence the EM force from
a source particle, acting on a test particle typically located behind it (but not necessarily, in the case
of non-ultrarelativistic machines). A schematic view of the impedance interaction is sketched in Fig. 3.
When a particle passes at time t−τ through an element in the machine (such as the vacuum pipe as in the
plot, but it can also be a cavity, a kicker, a collimator, etc.), it creates an EM field that will interact with
the surroundings, create there some induced charges and currents, and act back on a test particle coming
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Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the impedance force
at time t. The force between the two particles separated by a distance ∆z, integrated over the length of
the device L and normalized by the particle charges, is called the wake function [50] and written
Wy (ysource, ytest,∆z) ≡ 1
e2
∫
L
dsFy (ysource, ytest,∆z) =
L
e2
〈Fy (ysource, ytest,∆z)〉 , (70)
where 〈·〉 represents the average over the length. The force depends in principle on both the source
and test vertical positions ysource and ytest. In the case of the transverse dipolar impedance, which is the
main source of coherent instabilities and hence the subject of this lecture, only source particles with an
offset transverse position will create a force, proportional to this offset and acting on the test particle
independently from its position. Hence, applying Eq. (70) to the dipolar wake case, inverting it, and
taking L = 2piR for the full wake function model of a synchrotron, we get
〈Fy〉 (ysource,∆z) = e
2
2piR
ysourceW
dip
y (∆z) . (71)
Now W dipy represents the proportionality factor between the total wake function Wy (ysource, ytest,∆z)
and the vertical offset of the source ysource. The average represents the integrated EM force over the full
circumference [12, p. 57]. Indeed, the exact time (or s) dependence of the force on the time scale of
a single turn does not matter, as long as the rise time of the coherent oscillations is much longer than
the revolution time; in essence we are considering a lumped impedance acting on the beam at a single
location around the ring.
Then, to compute the total force on a particle at a given position (y, z) from the ensemble of
particles, we need to integrate the force over the phase space, using the total distribution function ψ
F cohy (z; t) =
e2
2piR
∫∫
dz˜dδ˜
∫∫
dy˜dy˜′ψ
(
y˜, y˜′, z˜, δ˜; t
)
y˜W dipy (z˜ − z). (72)
Here y˜ inside the integral represents the source vertical coordinate; the force itself F cohy (z) does not
depend on the test vertical position y since the wake is purely dipolar.
In the expression above, we have not considered the fact that EM fields may remain at the location
of the device while the beam is travelling several turns; in principle, one should therefore consider also
sources from one turn before, two turns before, etc. (i.e. going through the impedance device at times
2piR
v ,
4piR
v ,
6piR
v , etc.). The wake to be considered at each of these times has to be calculated for ∆z longer
by the circumference times the number of turns of delay considered. Hence, we replace Eq. (72) by
F cohy (z; t) =
e2
2piR
+∞∑
k=−∞
∫∫
dz˜dδ˜
∫∫
dy˜dy˜′ψ
(
y˜, y˜′, z˜, δ˜; t− k2piR
v
)
y˜W dipy (z˜ + 2pikR− z). (73)
Note that the sum extends not only to previous turns but also to forthcoming turns (k < 0), which is not
inconsistent with the causality principle: a particle passing at a given time t will excite EM fields that
can always catch back, at a later time, a non-ultrarelativistic test particle located in front of the source
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at any arbitrary distance |∆z|, even if |∆z| reaches several full circumferences (provided we wait long
enough). Then, the effect of the force is actually computed not at this later time, but at t (just like for
the other k ≥ 0 terms), considering the source was at t+ |∆z|/v and knowing the time evolution of the
mode. In practice, even in low-energy machines the wake in front gets very rapidly extremely small, so
the terms with k < 0 are negligible anyway in most cases. Still, they are needed for the application of
the Dirac comb formula (see below).
We further simplify Eq. (73) by realizing that the unperturbed distribution ψ0 is vertically centred,
such that ∫∫
dy˜dy˜′ψ0
(
y˜, y˜′
)
y˜ = 0. (74)
(This can be seen from the fact that ψ0 depends transversely only on Jy and not on θy, as visible
in Eq. (49), and by writing the above integral in action-angle coordinates).
Going to the (Jy, θy, r, φ) system of coordinates, using Eq. (68) and∫∫
dz˜dδ˜ =
∫∫
dJ˜zdφ˜ =
ωs
vη
∫∫
r˜dr˜dφ˜, (75)∫∫
dJ˜ydθ˜y =
∫∫
dy˜dy˜′, (76)
we get for the total force
F cohy (z; t) =
e2ωs
2pivηR
+∞∑
k=−∞
ejΩ(t−k
2piR
v )
∫∫
r˜dr˜dφ˜W dipy (r˜ cos φ˜+ 2pikR− z)
×
∫∫
dJ˜ydθ˜y e
jθ˜y df0
dJ˜y
√
2J˜yR
Qy0
· e−
jQ′yr˜ cos φ˜
ηR ·
+∞∑
l=−∞
Rl(r˜)e
−jlφ˜
√
2J˜yR
Qy0
cos θ˜y. (77)
The multiturn sum
+∞∑
k=−∞
e−jΩk
2piR
v W dipy (r˜ cos φ˜+ 2pikR− z),
can be usefully transformed thanks to the frequency-domain counterpart of the wake function, i.e. the
impedance Zy(ω) [12, chap. 2]
Wy(z) = − j
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dωejω
z
vZy(ω), (78)
and the Dirac comb formula
+∞∑
k=−∞
e−j2pikξ =
+∞∑
k=−∞
δD(ξ + k) for any ξ, (79)
with δD the Dirac delta function. We obtain
+∞∑
k=−∞
e
−j2pikΩR
v Wy(r˜ cos φ˜+ 2pikR− z)
=
−j
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dωZy(ω)e
jω r˜ cos φ˜−z
v
+∞∑
k=−∞
e
−j2pikΩ−ω
ω0
(
with ω0 =
v
R
)
=
−j
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dωZy(ω)e
jω r˜ cos φ˜−z
v
+∞∑
k=−∞
δD
(
Ω− ω
ω0
+ k
)
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=
−j
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dωZy(ω)e
jω r˜ cos φ˜−z
v
+∞∑
k=−∞
ω0δD [ω − (Ω + kω0)]
=
−jω0
2pi
+∞∑
k=−∞
Zy (Ω + kω0) e
j(Ω+kω0)
r˜ cos φ˜−z
v . (80)
Plugging this identity back into Eq. (77) and re-ordering, we get
F cohy (z; t) = −ejΩt
je2ωsω0
2pi2vηQy0
+∞∑
l=−∞
+∞∑
k=−∞
Zy (Ω + kω0) e
−j (Ω+kω0)z
v
∫ +∞
0
r˜dr˜Rl(r˜)
×
∫ 2pi
0
dφ˜ · e−jlφ˜e
jr˜ cos φ˜
v
(
Ω+kω0−Q
′
yω0
η
)
·
∫ +∞
0
dJ˜y
df0
dJ˜y
J˜y ·
∫ 2pi
0
dθ˜ye
jθ˜y cos θ˜y. (81)
The three latter integrals can be computed analytically, from∫ 2pi
0
dθ˜ye
jθ˜y cos θ˜y = pi, (82)∫ +∞
0
dJ˜y J˜y
df0
dJ˜y
=
[
J˜yf0
(
J˜y
)]+∞
0
−
∫ +∞
0
dJ˜yf0
(
J˜y
)
= −N
2pi
, (83)∫ 2pi
0
dφ˜e−jlφ˜ejξ cos φ˜ = 2pijlJl (ξ) for any ξ, (84)
using the normalization condition of the unperturbed distribution from Eq. (50), and Eq. (9.1.21) from
Ref. [51] (Jl being the Bessel function of order l). Thanks to the above we obtain our final expression
for the impedance force as
F cohy (z; t) = e
jΩt jNe
2ωsω0
2pivηQy0
+∞∑
l=−∞
jl
+∞∑
k=−∞
Zy (Ω + kω0) e
−j (Ω+kω0)z
v
×
∫ +∞
0
r˜dr˜Rl(r˜)Jl
[(
Ω + kω0 −
Q′yω0
η
)
r˜
v
]
. (85)
4.8 The final equation
We can finally put into Eq. (69) the coherent force expressed in Eq. (85) to get
+∞∑
l′=−∞
Rl′(r)e
−jl′φ (Ω−Qy0ω0 − l′ωs) = e jQ′yr cosφηR g0(r) jNe2ωsω0
4piηQy0m0γv2
+∞∑
l′=−∞
jl
′
×
+∞∑
k=−∞
Zy (Ω + kω0) e
−j (Ω+kω0)r cosφ
v
×
∫ +∞
0
r˜dr˜Rl′(r˜)Jl′
[(
Ω + kω0 −
Q′yω0
η
)
r˜
v
]
. (86)
We can get rid of the remaining φ dependence by trying to expand the right-hand side as a Fourier series
of φ and then proceed to term-by-term identification. Both steps can be done in one go by integrating
both sides of the equation with 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 dφe
jlφ. Using Eq. (84) in the form
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφejlφe
jQ′yr cosφ
ηR e−j(Ω+kω0)
r cosφ
v =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφejlφe
j
(
jQ′yω0
η
−Ω−kω0
)
r cosφ
v
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= j−lJ−l
[
−
(
Ω + kω0 −
Q′yω0
η
)
r
v
]
= j−lJl
[(
Ω + kω0 −
Q′yω0
η
)
r
v
]
, (87)
we obtain
Rl(r) (Ω−Qy0ω0 − lωs) = jNe
2ωsω0
4piηQy0m0γv2
g0(r)
+∞∑
l′=−∞
jl
′−l
+∞∑
k=−∞
Zy (Ω + kω0)
× Jl
[(
Ω + kω0 −
Q′yω0
η
)
r
v
] ∫ +∞
0
r˜dr˜Rl′(r˜)Jl′
[(
Ω + kω0 −
Q′yω0
η
)
r˜
v
]
. (88)
This is Sacherer’s integral equation4. As we have assumed that Ω is very close to Qy0ω0 and the
impedance is typically a very smooth and slowly varying function, its variation between these two fre-
quencies is negligible. The same goes also for the Bessel functions, and we can therefore replace all
occurrences of Ω in the right-hand side by Qy0ω0: we get, using again ω0 = vR
Rl(r) (Ω−Qy0ω0 − lωs) = jNe
2ωsω0
4piηQy0m0γv2
g0(r)
+∞∑
l′=−∞
jl
′−l
+∞∑
k=−∞
Zy (Qy0ω0 + kω0)
× Jl
[(
Qy0 + k −
Q′y
η
)
r
R
] ∫ +∞
0
r˜dr˜Rl′(r˜)Jl′
[(
Qy0 + k −
Q′y
η
)
r˜
R
]
. (89)
This is essentially Eq. (6.179) of Ref. [12]. Note that the multiplicative coefficient jNe
2ωsω0
4piηQy0m0γv2
on
the right-hand side, can adopt different forms depending on the normalization conditions chosen for
the unperturbed distribution f0, which is arbitrary (only the normalization of ψ0 = f0g0 is fixed): in
Ref. [12] the integral of f0 is normalized to 12pi instead of
N
2pi here, hence an additional factor N here
(note also the replacement of all occurrences of −i by j and of c by v). In Ref. [10, Eq. (11)] f0 was
instead normalized to Nηv2piωs , hence a difference by a factor
ηv
ωs
with respect to the above formula5.
4.9 Solving the final equation
There are various ways to solve Sacherer’s integral equation. Maybe one of the simplest is to consider
the unperturbed longitudinal distribution to be a Dirac delta function of r, peaked at a given r0. This
is called the air-bag model, and its main asset is to provide readily the shape of the functions Rl(r) as
delta functions [12, chap. 6]. A more sophisticated version of the same idea is to discretize g0(r) as a
superposition of such air-bags, each delta function being centred at a different r — this is what is done
in the NHTVS [42].
Another method to solve the equation, proposed by Laclare [35] and used also in GALACTIC [43]
is to integrate over r each side by multiplying it with∫ +∞
0
rdrJl
[(
Qy0 + n−
Q′y
η
)
r
R
]
,
then compute analytically (or numerically, depending on the form of g0)∫ +∞
0
rdrg0(r)Jl
[(
Qy0 + n−
Q′y
η
)
r
R
]
Jl
[(
Qy0 + k −
Q′y
η
)
r
R
]
,
4In his seminal paper [6], Sacherer did not write the equation in this form: the right-hand side had the form of an integral
with a kernel function, and he was using the wake function rather than the impedance (see also Eq. (6.196) of Ref. [12]).
5Note also that in the impedance term of Eq. (11) in Ref. [10], the signs of the expressions between brackets in the Bessel
functions have been incorrectly inverted: one should read (ωp − ωξ)τ instead of (ωξ − ωp)τ .
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and finally solve the resulting eigenvalue problem for σln defined as
σln ≡ jl
∫ +∞
0
rdrJl
[(
Qy0 + n−
Q′y
η
)
r
R
]
Rl(r). (90)
One third class of method is to expand the unknown functions Rl(r) over a basis of orthogonal poly-
nomials, e.g. Jacobi polynomials as in Besnier’s method [33], or Laguerre polynomials as done in
MOSES [40, 41], Karliner and Popov’s approach [37], and in DELPHI [10]:
Rl(r) =
( r
A
)|l|
e−κr
2
+∞∑
n=0
cnl L
|l|
n
(
κr2
)
(91)
where Lln are the associated (or generalized) Laguerre polynomials, c
n
l the coefficients of the expansion,
and κ and A two arbitrary constants that can be optimized for each kind of configuration. Integrals
involving Bessel functions and Laguerre polynomials can be computed analytically, which simplifies
greatly the final problem. In principle, any family of orthogonal polynomials is appropriate to expand
the radial functions Rl(r); they simply differ in rapidity of convergence of the expansion (which can
depend on the initial distribution) and whether or not they allow to compute analytically the involved
integrals (which can depend on the specific form of the impedance).
Any of the aforementioned method results in an eigenvalue problem of the form
(Ω−Qy0ω0)αln =
+∞∑
l′=−∞
+∞∑
n′=0
(
δll′δnn′ lωs +Mln,l′n′
)
αl′n′ (92)
where δkk′ is the Kronecker delta (equal to 1 if k = k′, 0 otherwise), the αln represent the eigenvector
looked for (e.g. Laclare’s σln, or the coefficients of the Laguerre expansion cnl , etc.) andM is a matrix
that can be computed (semi-)analytically. The eigenvectors represent the mode, expressed according to a
certain basis that depends on the method chosen to solve the problem. On the other hand, the eigenvalue
Ω−Qy0ω0 always represents the angular frequency shift of the mode, and is in practice the main quantity
of interest, as the sign and magnitude of its imaginary part indicate respectively the unstable character
(negative sign for an unstable mode) and the growth (or damping) rate of the mode.
So the final equation can be solved simply by diagonalizingM— actually a partial diagonaliza-
tion is enough as one typically needs only the most unstable modes, so those with the lowest (negative)
imaginary part. Note, still, that the matrix is in principle infinite and has to be truncated before being
diagonalized. The truncation sets the number of possible modes and can have an impact even on the most
unstable mode if the matrix chosen is too small. Therefore one should always check convergence with
respect to the size of the matrix.
5 Conclusion
In these proceedings we have first described the concepts and basic theory behind Vlasov equation,
in the context of collective effects in particle accelerators and synchrotrons. Then we have set in a
general, Hamiltonian framework, the application of perturbation theory to Vlasov equation, obtaining
its linearized version in a compact way, as well as higher order extensions. To that aim, Hamiltonians,
canonical transformations and the symplecticity condition, as well as Poisson brackets, were shortly
introduced.
Finally, we have sketched a general method to build a Vlasov solver in practice, applying it on
the example of transverse instabilities arising from beam-coupling impedance in a synchrotron. Most
of the emphasis was put on the analytical part of the work, since this is typically what one has to do to
simplify an a priori overly complex partial differential equation of seven variables. A number of steps
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were identified in the method, which in that specific case ended-up in Sacherer’s integral equation. We
reviewed the classical assumptions done to get the well-known equation, which can be summarized in
the following way:
– absence of collisions, and of particle diffusion or damping (from e.g. synchrotron radiation),
– absence of coupling, and of sources of tunespread other than chromaticity,
– smooth approximation for the single-particle dynamics,
– the impedance is lumped in a single location, is purely dipolar, and is small compared to focusing
forces, such that the perturbative treatment is valid,
– the longitudinal motion is not affected by the transverse impedance nor by chromaticity, which
excludes from the treatment configurations close to transition, low-order synchro-betatron reso-
nances, and beams of large transverse size,
– we can describe the time evolution of the instability with a single exponential that supersedes all
other modes, and its complex coherent frequency of oscillation is close to the unperturbed tune,
– the dependency in the longitudinal and transverse actions of the perturbation to the distribution
function ∆ψ, remain uncoupled.
We also described succinctly a few ways to solve this equation; we refer the reader to the quoted
references for more details.
Although we cannot claim that the approach adopted here is general enough to perform equally
well in any other context, a few core ideas were highlighted, in particular the importance of choosing the
right canonical coordinates to simplify as much as possible the unperturbed Hamiltonian from the begin-
ning, before the linearized Vlasov equation is expanded. Then, the interaction from the collective effect
under study should be specified fully as late as possible, after the perturbation has been already simpli-
fied. To that aim, decomposing the perturbation of the distribution thanks to Fourier series, turned out to
be very efficient to reduce the number of variables, as we ended-up with a one-dimensional problem that
one can solve with a diagonalization.
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Appendix
A Canonical transformation to action – angles coordinates
To show that the transformation of coordinates
(y, y′, z, δ)→ (Jy, θy, Jz, φ),
used in Section 4.2 is canonical, we can show separately that both the transformations
(y, y′) → (Jy, θy) and (z, δ) → (Jz, φ) are canonical, since these two transformations of coordinates
are uncoupled.
For the transformation (y, y′) → (Jy, θy), which is expressed as
Jy =
1
2
(
Qy0
R
y2 +
R
Qy0
y′2
)
, θy = atan
(
Ry′
Qy0y
)
, (A.1)
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we have for the Jacobian
J =

∂Jy
∂y
∂Jy
∂y′
∂θy
∂y
∂θy
∂y′
 =

yQy0
R
y′R
Qy0
− y′2Jy
y
2Jy
 , (A.2)
such that
J T ·
(
0 1
−1 0
)
· J =

yQy0
R − y
′
2Jy
y′R
Qy0
y
2Jy
 · ( 0 1−1 0
)
·

yQy0
R
y′R
Qy0
− y′2Jy
y
2Jy

=

y′
2Jy
yQy0
R
− y2Jy
y′R
Qy0
 ·

yQy0
R
y′R
Qy0
− y′2Jy
y
2Jy

=
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, (A.3)
which is the symplecticity condition, hence the transformation (y, y′) → (Jy, θy) is canonical.
Then, for the transformation (z, δ) → (Jz, φ) we have in turn
Jz =
1
2
(
ωs
vη
z2 +
vη
ωs
δ2
)
, φ = atan
(
vηδ
ωsz
)
, (A.4)
such that the Jacobian is
J =
∂Jz∂z ∂Jz∂δ
∂φ
∂z
∂φ
∂δ
 =
 ωsvη z vηωs δ
− δ2Jz z2Jz
 , (A.5)
and we get
J T ·
(
0 1
−1 0
)
· J =
ωsvη z − δ2Jz
vη
ωs
δ z2Jz
 · ( 0 1−1 0
)
·
 ωsvη z vηωs δ
− δ2Jz z2Jz

=
 δ2Jz ωsvη z
− z2Jz
vη
ωs
δ
 ·
 ωsvη z vηωs δ
− δ2Jz z2Jz

=
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. (A.6)
Therefore, the full transformation of coordinates (y, y′, z, δ)→ (Jy, θy, Jz, φ) is canonical.
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